Linen Formal Set For Saturday

New Stands On North Side Of Football Field Will Be Built During Summer

New Elaborate Press Box and Broadcasting Booth Planned In New Section That Will Seat 3800 Spectators: Ride Will Class

Walton Greer Presents Paper Based on Original Investigations

By EARL WELLS

The Student Engineering Department is well represented in the activities at present of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held this week in Oklahoma City. Walter C. Olson, junior, is president of student committee. He is second to senior, J. E. W. Cook, and third to junior, B. H. Sargent. New officers are: vice-president, L. C. R. Perdue; secretary, J. E. W. Cook; and treasurer, J. E. W. Sargent. These new officers will be elected by the football season.

The new section will increase the capacity of the stadium from the present four thousand seats to twenty thousand. The new box will be used for football games.

History Profes Present Papers

In Little Rock City, over 1000 college students and faculty members of the State University and Southern Methodist University were present at the annual meeting of the Southern Colleges. Professor J. C. Reaves of Little Rock City, who is in charge of arrangements, arranged for a group of the students to attend various lectures and symposia during the week.

Baptist Student Union Installs New Officers

The Baptist Student Union of the University of Arkansas installed new officers this week. A. M. Davis, junior, was elected president; R. J. Johnson, junior, was elected vice-president; and J. E. W. Sargent, junior, was elected secretary-treasurer.

The convention will be composed of representatives from the Southern Baptist Convention and the Southern Methodist Convention. The convention will be held on campus at the University of Arkansas.

Eighty Per Cent Of Young Academic Italy Ardently Supports Fascist Rule

By EDWARD P. MILLER

Young Italian intellectual, religious, and professional workers have been ardently supporting Fascist rule.

"The Fascists are a truly great movement," said Professor G. E. Traversi, who is a leading supporter of the Fascist movement. "They are a movement of the people, for the people, and by the people."

Professor Traversi is a member of the Fascist party and is active in the political and social life of Italy. He is a strong supporter of Fascist rule and is a frequent speaker on the subject.

Fascists have been able to gain the support of the young people in Italy because they have been able to present a program that is in line with the needs of the people. They have been able to present a program that is in line with the needs of the people. They have been able to present a program that is in line with the needs of the people.
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The Age for Accomplishment

As a recent meeting of the Rice Engineering Society, there was present as guest speaker, a young man who should be an inspiration to all engineers. The student is a man, nearly over thirty years, who is already at the top of a fast growing profession, a true engineer who saw a need for something new and set himself to supply it promptly. We speak of Mr. H. John Eastman who originated directional drilling and who in two years has become a world renowned expert at it. A present day illustration of the historical observation that "men destined to high places in science usually are1 those who work worthy of their title" at a relatively early period in their career.

Also, the Norwegian mathematician who once the Abelian function is stated, is said to have taken his life at twenty-six. Muskie, the British physicist who explained how the properties of the different forms of matter are determined, was shot down in the trenches at twenty-seven. At fifteen Paskin composed his treatise on Circle Functions; when he was twenty Macmillan created a new branch of geometry. Riemann published his first papers on physical subjects before he was thirty, while still in his twenties Miss "which any university man is supposed to supply in college, and to bring out of something new. The first few years after college, the engineer should be everything and more. For it is in this part of his development that he can be a useful and full fledge.

What Engineering Employers Want to Know

A competent engineering student, it is generally agreed, can supply the following qualities that are essential in every engineer. He is a hard worker, a student of the higher order. He is a skilled mathematician. He is a practical man. He has a knowledge of physics and electrical engineering. He is a good draughtsman. He is a team worker. He is a leader. He is a good writer. He is a good reader. He is a good speaker. He is a good teacher.

John A. Yeager

Lawrence Lovelace
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COSTLIER TOBACCOS IN CAMELS!

"Cigars are made from finest,

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS Indian and

Domestic, than any other popular brand."
The girl—OF YOUR DREAMS!
The orchestra—JIMMY SCOTT and BAND!
The place—RIVER OAKS COUNTRY CLUB!

"AESTHETIC!"

The atmosphere—Say the E. B. L. S's—"ANAESTHETIC!"
The E. B. L. S- Alumni Association invites you to attend a play, and you find yourself in Act I.

It is time for the climax! Shakespeare, it is time for the climax! Since Time and the Editor are both coming out of their caves at the same time, there is no other solution than...
Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I believe that the above statements are erroneous. Whether it is more accurate, however, than other forms of communication, remains to be seen. For more information on this topic, I recommend reading the book "The Art of Persuasion," which discusses the effectiveness of different forms of communication in detail. I look forward to hearing your thoughts on this matter.

Sincerely,
[Name]

Page Four

I was working late at the office one night and ran out of cigarettes. When Jim the watchman came through, I tackled him for a smoke.

"Sure," says Jim, and he handed over a pack of Chesterfields. "Go ahead, Mr. Kent, take three or four." Jim said he'd smoked a lot of cigarettes in his time, but he'd put Chesterfield up front in any of 'em when it came to taste. . . . and they ain't a bit strong either," is the way Jim put it. That was the first Chesterfield I ever smoked. And I'm right there with him, too, when he says it's a ding good cigarette.